
U.S.S. Ganymede – January 26, 1999

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is transporting a diplomatic delegation and is currently en route to the negotiations being held on the planet New Geneva. The Trallarian diplomat, Ambassador Lili is aboard with her delegation.

Kris:
She is in the possession of a small white box that she insists must be handed over to the Romulan scientists who are negotiating with the Federation on New Geneva.

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is scheduled to arrive at New Geneva in ten minutes.  With the Ambassador taking a personal interest in Captain Vid, it has seemed like a long three days en route.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Sirach:
::on the bridge, in the XO's chair, reviewing reports on his PADD::

CO_Vid:
:: Enters the bridge from ready room::

OPS_Rhian:
::At OPS monitoring environmental anomalies in crew quarters::

CEOBishop:
::pecking at the rather superfluous engineering panel::

CMO_Cole:
::on the bridge, watching people work::

CSO_Wilk:
::at the science console finishing up reports::

XO_Sirach:
::nods to Vid as he enters the bridge::

CO_Vid:
ALL: your attention please gentlemen:

CNS_Warke:
::on bridge::

CMO_Cole:
::stands @ attn.::

XO_Sirach:
::looks at Vid, stands up and at attention::

EO_Cerdan:
::Looks to Capt::

OPS_Rhian:
::attentive::

CSO_Wilk:
::stands at attention::

CO_Vid:
CSO:Ens Wilkinson front and center:

CSO_Wilk:
::walks forward::

AMB_Lili:
:: Relaxing in quarters watching the tiny streaks of light zip past... sigh ::

CO_Vid:
CSO: you are hereby assigned as permanent CSO of this ship as of this stardate, Congratulations Ens.:

CSO_Wilk:
CO: Thank you, sir!

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Congratulations Ensign Lowell

AMB_Lili:
*Captain* Are you busy?... Could you keep me company?

CO_Vid:
Computer:Log entry into Capt.’s log:

CO_Vid:
*AmbLili: Ma'am I'm currently engaged in ships business buy will arrive with doctor Cole momentarily:

AMB_Lili:
*Captain* Oh very well.

CMO_Cole:
::raises eyebrow::

CNS_Warke:
Cole:how are you?

CSO_Wilk:
::tries not to snicker::

XO_Sirach:
::trying not to roll his eyes at the Ambassador, even though she's not on the bridge::

CO_Vid:
CMO: Dr. if you would join me please: ::heads to TL1::

CO_Vid:
XO:Sirach you have the bridge:

CMO_Cole:
::nods to Warke and walks into TL::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Aye Captain

AMB_Lili:
:: Taps buttons on the computer console and brings up schematics on the m/am reaction chamber ::

CSO_Wilk:
::returns to the science station::

CEOBishop:
EO:When your done, meet me in Main engineering

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: As the human's say, the game is afoot~~~

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  We're receiving traffic from New Geneva, transport coordinates upon our arrival

CO_Vid:
XO: Keep me posted on our ETA to Geneva:

CEOBishop:
::heads down to The engine room::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Aye

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:too true.  It should be interesting~~~

EO_Cerdan:
XO: Would it be alright if I looked at that ops panel while I’m here?

CSO_Wilk:
::pulls up information on New Geneva::

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: Always~~~

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Understood

CO_Vid:
::enters TL <Deck8>

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:tell me what happens~~~

XO_Sirach:
EO: Proceed, however try not to knock out the OPS Console

EO_Cerdan:
XO: Aye.

CMO_Cole:
::absently plays with latch on medkit as he stands in the turbolift::

CEOBishop:
::hears the soft hum of the warp core and knows he's home in the engine room::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Are there any ships nearby?

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Only two other vessels about N. Geneva, the Arundel (badly beaten) and an unidentified ship

CO_Vid:
CMO: Cole I want a cursory exam primarily for changeling traits:

EO_Cerdan:
OPS: Excuse me LT,I need to have a look at your panel.

AMB_Lili:
:: Taps the terminal incessantly to find information about entertainment on the ship... just then the screen goes blank ::

CMO_Cole:
CO: Aye Sir,  It should not take long.  ::raises other eyebrow, then makes conscious effort to relax::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Thank you

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Sir, here is a basic report on New Geneva ::hands him a PADD::

AMB_Lili:
*Engineering department... is anyone there?... Hello*

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Thank you, you read my mind ::grins::

OPS_Rhian:
Cerdan:  Of course, I'll transfer to Station 2

CEOBishop:
::looks over at a panel and notes that the Ambassador is still in her quarters::

CO_Vid:
::Both exit the TL and head for Ambassador's quarters::

XO_Sirach:
::takes a look at the CSO's PADD::

CMO_Cole:
::walks briskly::

CEOBishop:
*Ambassador*:May I help you?

CO_Vid (Sound - DoorChime.wav):

XO_Sirach:
::to no one in particular:: Class M, lovely planet, home to peace negotiations

CO_Vid:
Amb:May we enter?:

AMB_Lili:
*Who is responsible for fixing my computer?... Is that you?... please come and fix this thing*

EO_Cerdan:
::Kneels ,opens ops panel and looks in::

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Looks like a nice place.  Something tells me that's only an illusion

CNS_Warke:
Sirach:true

AMB_Lili:
:: Ignores the doorbell ::

CEOBishop:
*Ambassador*I'll have a crew man come up and fix it for you

AMB_Lili:
:: I'll just make them wait a moment ::

CO_Vid:
Amb: I will have Eng. look at it momentarily: doctor proceed:

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Try to keep an open mind, I like to think that all peace locations are great places

CNS_Warke:
Wilk:entirely possible

EO_Cerdan:
OPS:: LT. Can you run a level one diagnostic now please.

OPS_Rhian:
Cerdan:  Stand by

AMB_Lili:
*Computer* Open door.

CEOBishop:
::sends crewman fixit to the Ambassadors quarters and begins to chuckle::

CNS_Warke:
~~~sees if she can sense anything on or near the planet~~~

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  We are in orbit of N. Geneva

CSO_Wilk:
::smiles::  XO: I suppose

CSO_Wilk:
::walks back to science and scans the planet::

AMB_Lili:
Captain/Doctor: Welcome! Can I get you something to drink?

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Thank you, bring the ship to a complete stop and await further instructions

CO_Vid:
*XO*:Status?:

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Aye, shall I notify the Ambassador?

CMO_Cole:
::nods to the Ambassador:: AmbLili: Greeting ma'am, I’m here about your examination ::pats medkit::

XO_Sirach:
*CO* We just arrived at N. Geneva, we are currently in orbit

AMB_Lili:
Doctor: Right... ::sigh:: Ok go ahead.

XO_Sirach:
*CO* We also have the coordinates for transport

CEOBishop:
::taps his padd and looks over the warp coil diagnostics::

EO_Cerdan:
::Scans circuits or ops panel::

CMO_Cole:
::pulls out hypospray and performs standard changeling tests, also takes some basic readings on his tricorder::

CO_Vid:
*XO*:acknowledeged: Amb: We are orbiting New Geneva and should get transport coordinates. soon:

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Engines answer all stop...New Geneva is awaiting the Ambassador

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Do you have some additional information on N. Geneva?

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Thank you

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Planetary scans reveal nothing extraordinary.  There are four Romulan life signs near the conference facility

AMB_Lili:
Captain: Thank you very much. I really must change. :: Steps into next room and disrobes in front of the Captain and the Dr. ::

CMO_Cole:
:: plugs vial into tricorder:: ::nods to CO indicating that she is not a changeling::

XO_Sirach:
*CO* We have received the coordinates and they are awaiting the Ambassador's arrival

CMO_Cole:
::raises both eyebrows::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Transporter room 3 is at ready

CO_Vid:
*XO*: thank you:

CNS_Warke:
XO:I sense great anxiety from the Romulans

OPS_Rhian:
Cerdan:  Initiating diagnostics on OPS1

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Thank you

CMO_Cole:
Amb/Co: Well ill leave you too your .... preparations ::makes quick exit::

CO_Vid:
Amb.: They are awaiting you on the surface please follow me to TR1:

AMB_Lili:
:: Puts on a gown appropriate for the delegation and picks up the small white box ::

EO_Cerdan:
OPS: Thanks LT.

AMB_Lili:
Captain: I'm right behind you... yes I am.

XO_Sirach:
CNS: anything else?

CNS_Warke:
XO:everyone else is oddly eager

CMO_Cole:
CO: If that is all sir?

CO_Vid:
Amb: I'm honored ....The box is it an heirloom?:

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Do you suppose you could prepare TR1? I have a feeling the Ambassador would be more comfortable leaving the same way she came

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Aye...

AMB_Lili:
Captain: No it is not... It is a gift for the Romulan delegation. A very special gift.

XO_Sirach:
CNS: Eager huh, thank you, let me know if anyone experiences a sudden mood change

CSO_Wilk:
::performs standard sensor sweeps of local space::

EO_Cerdan:
LT. RHIAN :I found the problem,It's just in the display,have it fixed shortly.

CEOBishop:
::decides to have a gander at the plasma coolant relays::

OPS_Rhian:
Cerdan: Acknowledged

CO_Vid:
::Curious perhaps we could get scans from TR::

AMB_Lili:
:: Enjoys the view following the Captain ::

CNS_Warke:
XO:the people in the conference facility are impatient

XO_Sirach:
CNS: Well let's just hope that the Ambassador is on her way

CO_Vid:
::Enters TR1 and helps Amb onto pad:

CMO_Cole:
::seemingly playing with tricorder, takes quick scan of the box, wondering if the Captain needs him further::

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* Status report

AMB_Lili:
Captain: Do you exercise regularly?

CMO_Cole:
::following the happy couple::

CEOBishop:
*XO* All systems nominal

CO_Vid:
Amb.: It is regulation Ma’am:

AMB_Lili:
:: Mumbles :: Yes it is.

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* Splendid, could you do a check on the Tactical systems

CEOBishop:
*XO* Aye Sir

CO_Vid:
TRChief: Prepare for transport:

CEOBishop:
::runs a few diagnostics on the Tactical systems::

CMO_Cole:
::standing by door to the TR, enjoying the Captains discomfort::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Metallurgical analysis of the "pieces-parts" vessel indicates that it is a combination of at least three different hull technologies.....Ferengi, Romulan, and Federation.

CSO_Wilk:
::walks over to the XO::

EO_Cerdan:
::Closes ops panel ,wipes off top:: OPS : Your all set LT Rhian.

CO_Vid:
TRChief: run residual scan as the Amb transports please:

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Interesting, do scans show anything else?

OPS_Rhian:
Cerdan:  Much obliged <g>

CEOBishop:
*EO*Cerdan, can you take a look at the tactical panel, all systems are in the green but have a look anyway

CO_Vid (Sound - Transporter.wav):

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:is the ambassador close to being sent down?~~~

XO_Sirach:
::notices the VIP blip has disappeared from his screen::

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: She just beamed down~~~

XO_Sirach:
ALL: Stand down VIP Status

EO_Cerdan:
XO: Anything else while I'm here Commander?

AMB_Lili:
@:: Shimmers and shakes ::

CO_Vid:
TRCHief:sed me down as well:

Kris:
ACTION: THE AMBASSADOR ARRIVES AT THE PEACE CONFERENCE.

CEOBishop:
::looks over and notes the ambassador has left::

XO_Sirach:
EO: Not unless you'd like to check every console. ::grins::

AMB_Lili @:: I hate that ::

CEOBishop:
*EO*Did you receive my last transmission?

CO_Vid:
*XO*: You have the ship I'll be at the conference:

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  N. Geneva reports receiving the Ambassador

XO_Sirach:
*CO* Aye, be careful

AMB_Lili:
@:: Waits patiently for the rest of the party to beam down ::

EO_Cerdan:
XO: Anything you like sir,your the one with the plan.

CO_Vid (Sound - Transporter.wav):

Kris:
ACTION: CAPTAIN VID BEAMS DOWN TO NEW GENEVA AS WELL.

XO_Sirach:
::a little nervous about the CO leaving the ship alone...the whole XO makes sure the CO doesn't get killed thing::

CMO_Cole:
::watches the CO dematerialize the walks into a TL to go up and gossip with Warke:: TL: Bridge.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I'm analyzing the warp signature...propulsion appears to be the same hodge-podge of technologies

CO_Vid:
@::Arrives behind the Amb::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Thank you

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  N. Geneva reports receiving the CAPT

AMB_Lili:
@Captain: Welcome to New Geneva... Shall we? :: Leads the Captain to the main greeting rooms ::

XO_Sirach:
*ALL* XO has the ship

CO_Vid:
@AMb:I thought you might need an escort:

CEOBishop:
::taps his comm badge again::*Cerdan*: Are you receiving?

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Can you tell what group they are?

AMB_Lili:
@Captain: Very kind of you. :: Takes the Captains arm :: We will be sitting at the head table.

CSO_Wilk:
::being curious, keeps continual scans of the conference::

EO_Cerdan:
::Walks around the bridge,Looking at each panel::

CO_Vid:
@Amb: As you wish:

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* Cerdan here

XO_Sirach:
Relief TAC: Keep an eye on the CO, keep me notified of if anything occurs

CMO_Cole:
::enters bridge and stands near Warke,  searching the conference and planet below with his mind for anything out of the ordinary::

AMB_Lili:
ACTION: As the Ambassador enters the room... all the guests stand to applaud and greet.

CEOBishop:
*EO*Can you take a look at the Tactical panel, All systems are in the green but the XO wants a report

XO_Sirach:
*CNS* Keep me notified of what's going on at the conference, let me know if anyone's moods suddenly turn hostile

CEOBishop:
*EO* and when your done make sure to get your Comm badge serviced

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:I see your also keeping track of what is going on down there~~~ XO:yes sir

CO_Vid:
@XO:Sirach run under Yellow Alert conditions but Do not sound the Alert:

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* Just finished chief, a glitch in the display.

AMB_Lili:
@:: Walking across the room, I notice the Romulan delegates at the Honoree's table ::

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  I have the conference on sensor loop.  If a fly lands on the Ambassador, we'll know it

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The bulk of radiation indicates mostly Romulan, but not in very good working order

XO_Sirach:
@CO: Aye Captain, let me know if anything goes wrong down there

XO_Sirach:
::walks over to TAC and activates Yellow Alert, silent alarm::

AMB_Lili:
@Captain: I have a secret to share with you... Those Romulans are scientists that want to defect to the Federation.

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* Just did a scan on all panels,any orders sir?

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: Its always good practice.~~~

CO_Vid:
@XO: you will be the first to know continue scans:

XO_Sirach:
@CO: I already have every scan we can run going

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Sounds good

CEOBishop:
*EO*Go ahead and come back to the engine room

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Are there any life signs?

CO_Vid:
Amb: That IS interesting:

AMB_Lili:
@Captain: They are specialists in tactical and defensive systems.

CEOBishop:
*XO*: All tactical systems are nominal

CSO_Wilk:
::monitors the sensors without blinking::

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:interesting how I can't sense anything from the ambassador~~~

AMB_Lili:
@:: Waves to the crowd and shows the Captain to his seat ::

EO_Cerdan:
XO: All finished sir,permission to leave the bridge .

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* Thank you for checking

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  No life signs....Arundel reported only four, and they beamed tot he surface.

AMB_Lili:
@:: Signals to all :: Please be seated.

XO_Sirach:
EO: Permission granted

CO_Vid:
@AMb: Even more interesting thank you for allowing me that confidentiality:

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: I've noticed that also, some people of powerful enough will can block a casual scan, and a deep scan is not exactly possible over great distances~~~

AMB_Lili:
@:: Nods to the Captain ::

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters TL<Deck 33>

XO_Sirach:
OPS: So it looks like we have a Romulan ship and her escort..nothing too out of the ordinary considering the situation...

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* On my way to ME.

AMB_Lili:
@:: To all in attendance :: We have come here to welcome a new era.

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Keep me notified if anything changes, continue LR and SR scans

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:I know.  There are also races like the Ferengi which can't be mentally scanned~~~

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: Well they can, but it is most unpleasant, their minds are so primitive its like scanning an animal~~~

CO_Vid:
::Looks around room and feels a bit uncomfortable among Romulan cousins::

AMB_Lili:
@...Our guests have come to us with a mission of peace. A mission to share. A mission to lead the Federation into a new territory.

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Odd though....Romulans aren't known for using other technologies directly...they'd much rather reverse-engineer it

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:true.  how did the transport go?~~~

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters ME. ::CEO: Reporting as ordered Chief.

CO_Vid:
@::Looks for possible signs of terrorism::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Something tells me these aren't your run of the mill Romulans

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: Much as you would expect, the Captain seems most uncomfortable around the Ambassador, and I can't say I blame him...~~~

CSO_Wilk:
::fiddles with the sensor controls switching back and forth on the conference audience::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Agreed

CNS_Warke:
XO:of course their not otherwise they wouldn't be defecting

AMB_Lili:
@:: To guests of honor :: Please rise... :: Romulans rise and prepare for introductions ::

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: How's things going here?

CO_Vid:
@::keeps looking at the box the Amb holds::

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:not surprised~~~

XO_Sirach:
::looks at COMM button flashing on his screen::

XO_Sirach:
::reads message from Arundel::

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: She certainly isn't the most modest person I've ever met~~~

AMB_Lili:
@:: To all :: This new territory would be the undoing of the Federation... I have been sent here to eliminate all the traitors among our ranks. Our guests are part of that deception. :: Opens the small white box ::

CEOBishop:
EO:Fine Ens, go ahead and get straighter on that deuterium analysis

Kris:
ACTION: THE BOX OPENS AND A CHANGLING COMES OUT.  TENDRILS SNAKE OUT AND STRANGLE THE ROMULAN SCIENTISTS.  

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  The Arundel is requesting repair assistance

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Sir!

Kris:
ACTION: ACTION: THE FEDERATON DELEGATES SHRINK BACK IN HORROR.

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Aye chief.

AMB_Lili:
@:: Turns to the Captain and kisses him full on the lips before falling to the floor... dead ::

XO_Sirach:
*CEO* The U.S.S. Arundel has requested some assistance with their repairs, would you please send over some engineers to assist

CO_Vid:
@::brings phaser to bear on the Amb and shoots:

XO_Sirach:
CSO: yes?

CMO_Cole:
::senses something odd on the planet, tries to get a better idea of exactly what::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I'm receiving heightened security alert on the surface

CEOBishop:
*XO* I'll command a team myself

Kris:
ACTION: VID'S QUICK ACTION WINGS THE AMBASSADOR, BUT SHE CONTINUES RUNNING OUT THE DOOR.

CNS_Warke:
XO:I sense that the Romulans were just killed

XO_Sirach:
::spins around with horrified look on face::

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  All hell just broke loose.  I'm reading the life signs of a changeling at the conference!

CMO_Cole:
XO: I’m sensing something odd on the planet.  The Captain may be in trouble.

CO_Vid:
@OPS:Losck onto the Amb and beam directly to the brig:

XO_Sirach:
ALL: Get me the status on the CO and everyone else on the planet

Kris:
ACTION: THE CHANGELING SLURPS OUT A VENT SHAFT.

CEOBishop:
::gets a repair team together::Eo: you have command until I get back

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  It seems the Romulans are dead as well

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Aye sir.

CO_Vid:
@Swings back to changeling and fires at full ::

CEOBishop:
::heads for the Transporter room::

CSO_Wilk:
::toggles sensors to monitor the Changeling::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I've got transporter lock n the CAPT

XO_Sirach:
OPS: did you transport the Ambassador?

Kris:
ACTION: VID, MOMENTARILY STARTLED BY THE AMBASSADOR'S DYING WORDS, MISSES THE CHANGELING COMPLETELY.

CO_Vid:
@::Wipes the taste of her from his lips and scowls::

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:apparently the Romulans are dead~~~

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Transport the Amb. to the brig

Kris:
ACTION: THE CHANGELING IS GONE.

XO_Sirach:
@CO: Shall we beam you out of there?

CMO_Cole:
~~~Warke: So is Ambassador Lili...~~~

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  I lost the lock on the Changeling, sir

CEOBishop:
TRChief Meaup: Beam us over to the Arundel

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Scans indicate the Amb is dead...shall I transport her to the morgue?

CO_Vid:
@XO:Get a security team down here now:

XO_Sirach:
OPS: don't bother

CEOBishop:
::beams over::

XO_Sirach:
@CO: Aye

CMO_Cole:
XO: An autopsy on the Ambassador's body may be in order sir.

CNS_Warke:
~~~Cole:too true~~~

XO_Sirach:
::prepares a security team::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Beam Security Team 1 to the Captain's coordinates

CEOBishop:
$::looks around, and groans::

Kris:
ACTION: THE FEDERATION PEACE DELEGATES ARE OUTRAGED AND DISAPPOINTED THAT THEY'VE LOST THE DELEGATES.  GENIUSES, ALL.

CO_Vid:
@OPS: Notify Starfleet of the Amb. actions:

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Aye...TR2 reports energizing

CNS_Warke:
~~~have you noticed the extra presence on the planet?~~~

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* I'm beaming you down to the surface, prepare a medical kit

CMO_Cole:
XO: Yes sir... ::confused, pats medical kit::

CEOBishop:
$::heads to the Arundel's bridge

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Beam the CMO from SB to the CO's coordinates

OPS_Rhian:
@CO:  Aye sir

CO_Vid:
@ALL: Delegates please remain in the conference room a security team is on the way:

XO_Sirach:
*CO* I'm sending the CMO down

CMO_Cole:
::hates the transporter, stands ready to energize::

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Acknowledged....shall we take the Romulan ship in tow?

CO_Vid:
@XO:Acknowledged:

XO_Sirach:
*CO* The security team has beamed down

EO_Cerdan:
::Scans dilithium chamber::

CSO_Wilk:
::adjusts sensors and toggles bandwidth without any luck on finding the Changeling::

CMO_Cole (Sound - Transporter.wav):
::arrives in TR 2, and beams himself down to the planet::

CMO_Cole:
::arrives in conference room near the CO::

CEOBishop:
$::arrives on the Arundel's bridge and looks for the captain::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Since we have no TAC, I want you in charge of the Security Team

CMO_Cole:
::looks around, taking in the scene::

CO_Vid:
@CSO: Take charge of the security team on the surface No.2:

CNS_Warke:
XO:I think there may be another presence on the planet

CMO_Cole:
@CO: How can I help you sir?

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  I am unable to access the Romulan's core remotely, we'll have to go there

CEOBishop:
$Arundel CO: Sir I'm the CEO from the Ganymede assigned to aid in repairs

XO_Sirach:
OPS: I'm going to beam you down to the surface from the bridge

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  Understood.

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Take off where the OPS left off with the Romulan ship

EO_Cerdan:
::Heads to deck 38, to check antimatter storage pods::

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Aye, sir

XO_Sirach:
::programs the computer to beam OPS down to the surface from bridge::

OPS_Rhian:
XO: Energize

CMO_Cole:
@::sees Ambassador Lili's body and kneels down next to it, opens medkit and runs bioscan::

CEOBishop:
$<Arundel CO>:Thank heavens, I haven’t had a decent cup of tea in weeks

CSO_Wilk:
::walks over to the OPS station::

XO_Sirach:
OPS: Energizing

CO_Vid:
@CSO:Ens data on changeling behavior and fast:

XO_Sirach:
::activates the transporter::

Kris:
ACTION: LIEUTENANT RHAIN MATERIALIZES ON NEW GENEVA.

OPS_Rhian:
::materializes on the surface with a four-man security detail::

CEOBishop:
$::looks at the Andorian CO and wonders just what those antennae are for::

CMO_Cole:
@CO: The body does not appear to contain contaminants.... and no foreign presences detected... permission to beam it aboard for a full autopsy.

CSO_Wilk:
*CO* Sir, changelings have the ability to liquefy their form but only for a certain length of time.  If they do not regenerate with their Link.  They will eventually die

XO_Sirach:
*OPS* Presently there are two security teams there total, one we sent earlier, and the one that we just sent

CO_Vid:
@OPS: No2 take charge of security and see to it none of the other delegates is injured:

CEOBishop:
$Arundel CO:Um are there any more pressing system concerns?

EO_Cerdan:
::Scans conduits coming from anti matter injection reactors <deck 37>

OPS_Rhian:
::directs three crewmen to reconnoiter the immediate area::

CMO_Cole:
@::waits patiently for the CO to let him bring the body back up::

XO_Sirach:
::taking a second to review the actions that occurred::

CO_Vid:
@XO: Status on Ambassador's body?:

OPS_Rhian:
*XO* Understood, I have one detail securing the area and one working with local security

XO_Sirach:
*CO* I believe the CMO is with her right now on the surface

CSO_Wilk:
::monitoring progress of Romulan ship::

CEOBishop:
$<Arundel CO: Well there is that little life support problem...

XO_Sirach:
*CO* Shall I beam them to SB?

EO_Cerdan:
::To self:: Everything looks good here::

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Anyway we can track down that changeling?

CEOBishop:
$::sends a few teams to the life support maintenance room::

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  We have the Romulan ship in tow and are attempting to access her logs locally, I have one detail securing the area and one working with government security to track down the Changeling

CO_Vid:
@OPS: very well continue:

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Difficult to say, sir.

CMO_Cole:
CO: Sir?  I just requested permission to bring the body back up for an autopsy, she's not what she seems, she is not a biohazard and she is free from any foreign bodies.

CO_Vid:
@CMO: report please:

XO_Sirach:
CSO: any chance you might be able to?

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  I have a theory on that

CEOBishop:
$<Arundel CO>: Can I get my tea now?

CO_Vid:
@CMO: Do so now:

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Don't hold back on me

CMO_Cole:
@CO: Thank you sir.

CMO_Cole:
@*Bridge* Cole to Ganymede, One person and one corpse to beam directly to sickbay.

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  We could narrow down sensors to detect moving lifesigns only

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* Understood...enjoy your transport

CO_Vid:
@CSO:Ens have you found anything on the changeling yet?:

CEOBishop:
$:;rolls his eyes and begins working on the replicator circuits::

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* Energizing

CMO_Cole (Sound - Transporter.wav):

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  But of course that would mean all personnel would have to remain still

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Do so, and let me know the second you have found anything

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Aye, sir

CMO_Cole:
::arrives in sickbay with body, assigns some nearby medics to prepare the surgical theatre and goes to wash up::

CSO_Wilk:
::adjusts sensors to catalog any moving lifesigns::

CMO_Cole:
Dr Morden: Have the body placed in ward 1.  I will be with it shortly.

XO_Sirach:
CSO: As far as the standing still...ask them real nicely

CSO_Wilk:
*CO*  Aye, sir.  I'm scanning for mobile lifesigns

Kris:
ACTION: A SECURITY GUARD WALKING THE PERIMETER COMES ACROSS A METALLIC PUDDLE.

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Understood, sir ::grinning::

CO_Vid:
@CSO: Affirmative:

Kris:
ACTION: THE GUARD REPORTS THE PUDDLE AND CALLS FOR REINFORCEMENTS.

CEOBishop:
$<Arundel CO>::taps Bishop on the shoulder:: Can I get my tea yet?

CMO_Cole:
::washes hands and places mask etc. on ... walks into ward one and prepares to begin the autopsy::

CO_Vid:
@OPS: Rhian take every known precaution:

CMO_Cole:
Computer: Begin Autopsy Record.  Patient: Ambassador Lili.

OPS_Rhian:
*Ma1* Keep your distance...I'm sending you people now

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* Let me know the results of the autopsy when you get them completed

CMO_Cole:
<Computer> Cole: Recording Beginning.

CMO_Cole:
*XO* Aye sir.

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  It would appear that a security team has located the changelings position

XO_Sirach:
*CNS* Are you busy?

CNS_Warke:
XO:no

EO_Cerdan:
<Cerdan to Bishop> *CEO* Anything you need Chief?

XO_Sirach:
CSO: ::spins around:: Really?

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  One of the detail has found a "metallic" puddle...it’s the changeling

XO_Sirach:
CNS: see if you can't find the changeling...they're probably nervous

CMO_Cole:
Computer: Subject is middle aged female, appears to be intact.  No signs of external scarring or injury on right side.  Low level phaser burns on left side, not sufficient to be cause of death but may have been contributing factor.

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Approximately...300 yards from the conference facility

CO_Vid:
@OPS: Rhian find a method of containing that......thing:

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Keep me notified

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Aye

CEOBishop:
$::finishes replicator repairs::Arundel CO: You can get your tea now Sir

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Acknowledged, sir

OPS_Rhian:
::heads to the "puddle::

Kris:
ACTION: THE PUDDLE IS DISSOLVING ON A MOLECULAR LEVEL.

CMO_Cole:
Computer: Beginning internal examination with 12" incision from lower breast bone to throat

OPS_Rhian:
@TR2:  Lock on to these coordinates and beam the changeling directly to SCI2

EO_Cerdan:
::Returns to main eng.::

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Scan the changeling...see if we can find out anything

CMO_Cole:
::takes laser scalpel and makes generous incision from nape of neck to stomach::

OPS_Rhian:
@SCI LAB2:  Prepare to receive the changeling

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Aye, sir

CO_Vid:
@OPS: be sure it is quarantined:

CMO_Cole:
::pokes around inside with probe::

OPS_Rhian:
@DOC:  Acknowledged

CEOBishop:
$<Arundel CO>::ignores Bishops presence and orders her tea, she receives a mug filled with gagh::

XO_Sirach:
Relief TAC: Do a weapons inventory and check the shields..we're still at yellow alert

CSO_Wilk:
::runs a thorough scan on the Changeling::

OPS_Rhian:
@TR2:  Energize and erect a level 4 containment field

CMO_Cole:
Computer: Stomach contains..... coffee, orange juice, unknown meat substance probably aquatic.  Unknown chemical capsule, I am analyzing now.

EO_Cerdan (Sound - CommBadge.wav):
<Cerdan to LT. Bishop> *CEO* Anything you need Chief?

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Sir, with your permission.  I could gather a much more detailed analysis in the science lab

CEOBishop:
$<Arundel CO>::throws the little squirmy things in Bishops face

CO_Vid:
@ALL: Delegates we have the situation under control and the changeling has been found and contained.

CMO_Cole:
Computer: Stomach lining appears intact, slight discoloration on lateral wall.

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Permission granted

CMO_Cole:
Computer: I am removing stomach for further examination.

CEOBishop:
$*EO*::picks a gagh out of his ear::Nothing as of yet

OPS_Rhian:
@*CAPT* Ganymede reports receiving the changeling

CSO_Wilk:
::walks to the TL::  Science lab 2

CMO_Cole:
::using scalpel to cut away large intestine places stomach on tray::

EO_Cerdan:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

CMO_Cole:
Computer: Stomach weighs 5.6kg.

XO_Sirach:
::making a record of the events::

CSO_Wilk:
::exits TL and enters SCI lab2::

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



